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PROJECT OBJECTIVES:

• To convince Pakistan’s botanists that data
mobilization practices will aid them in pursuing their
career goals and enable them to conduct more
significant research.
• To guide for preparation of high-quality occurrence
records starts in the field and requires documenting
specimens and observations, at the time of
collection, in accordance with international
standards plus appropriate selection and
preparation of biological material.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: ( Continue------)

• To learn how they can use the data becoming
available to address research and management
questions that previously could not be investigated
without an inordinate commitment of time and
resources.
• To Highlight the importance of data mobilization;
collection and documentation of specimens; and
data use
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PROJECT SUSTAINABILITY

• There are two aspects to sustainability: persuading
collections and botanists to incorporate data
mobilization and biodiversity informatics thinking into
their work flows and maintaining financial support for
the infrastructure that makes data mobilization
possible, including provision for accessing funding.
• As part of this project we shall start to address the
infrastructure aspect.

PROJECT SUSTAINABILITY

CONTINUE----

• Symbiota, the software that runs OpenHerbarium, is
currently maintained by research grants for
development plus donated time. GBIF is funded via
multi-government membership fees and grants. As
part of this project, we shall work to persuade
Pakistan’s federal agencies that Pakistan should join
GIBF by providing realistic examples of how
mobilized data can benefit both research and
education.

PROJECT SUSTAINABILITY

CONTINUE----

• We shall incorporate these examples in a pamphlet
explaining the benefits Pakistan would derive from
supporting mobilization of its natural history
collections. Most of the immediate demonstrable
benefits are likely to be in the area of education,
because of the lack of data density.
• This is not necessarily negative because education
quality and the extension of educational opportunities
throughout Pakistan are of great concern to the
government.

